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Status
 Closed

Subject
SQL-Script for PostgreSQL failed

Version
3.x

Category
Error

Feature
Installer (profiles, upgrades and server-related issues)
Database independence (Non-Mysql, ADOdb Postgres, Oracle, etc)

Resolution status
Fix on the Way

Submitted by
Swissbite

Volunteered to solve
Kissaki

Lastmod by
Kissaki

Rating
     (0) 

Description
In the new version of tikiwiki 3.0 is the tiki-3.0-pgsql.sql wrong. It looks like a copy of the mysql file.
BUT: not only the pgsql, also the sqlite and oci8-file.

There are still the ENGINE elements, and some special types from mysql like KEY instead of INDEX
or Triger for pgsql

Solution
Fixed in trunk and for next version 4.0.
About a fix for 3.0: it's being looked into this issue.

Importance
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID

https://dev.tiki.org/item2514-SQL-Script-for-PostgreSQL-failed
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Created
Tuesday 19 May, 2009 12:20:33 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Wednesday 10 February, 2010 23:03:30 GMT-0000

Comments

soulhunter 26 May 09 20:50 GMT-0000

Hi!

I have the same problem here, I took a look at the two files, tiki.sql and tiki-3.0-pgsql.sql, and these files
are not the same, it looks like if the "convertion processes" was not completed, the DROP TABLE IF
EXISTS are correctly replaced to DROP TABLE.

I got a question on this:

I'm willing to take the time in fixing the file (its no big deal), but: is anybody actually maintaining the
pgsql code for TikiWiki?

I hasn't tried the rest of TikiWiki with pgsql yet, I installed it with mysql just to take a look at it, but I
don't want to go "live" with mysql: I just don't like it.

Thanks for working on this great project, I hasn't finished evaluating it, but I like it this far.

Kissaki 08 Aug 09 19:02 GMT-0000

It's known and fixed in trunk, so definitely for next version.
I'll also check if I can/will submit it for 3.0 branch.

In the past there was nobody to maintain it so it became useless.
When I did learn about tiki I decided to fix it.
I finished today. 
So expect it to work in the future, latest: 4.0

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item2514-SQL-Script-for-PostgreSQL-failed
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